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Errors in Translation from Thai to English Made by English Major Students at Phuket

Rajabhat University

This stucly exanrined types of translation errors made when translating Thai into English, identified the

most common types of translation errors, and established explanations for the causes of these errors.

The research questions were 1) what types of translation errors are made when translating Thai into

English, 2) what are the most common types of translation errors when translating Thai into English, and

3) what explanations exist, if any, for the causes of these errors? The participants of the study were 73

third-year English major students who took the course 6305327 (Translation l) at Phuket Rajabhat

University, 10 high school English speaking teachers in Phuket, and 10 English speaking teachers at

Phuket Ralabhat University. They were purposely sanrpled to answer questionnaires and participate in

interviews. The data was collected from the students' translalion tests. Questionnaires and interviews

were also used to answer all three research questions. The data was analyzed for frequencies,

percentages, arithmetic means, and standard deviations. The results showed that the most common

types of translation errors were incorrect verb groups, misusing phrases, misuse of articles, and wrong

tenses. Explanations of the causes of the errors included students' low English proficiency, stress and

anxiety, word for word translation, and differences in structure between Thai and English.

KEYWORDS:

lntroduction

Communication and information exchange among countries is increasing and there can be no

global communication without translation (Cue,2018, p.22). Nowever, there are no two languages that

are ever sufficiently sirnilar to be considered as representing the same social reality (Sapir as cited in

Mandelbuam, 1985, p. 162). Therefore, translation, the process of transferring a text from one language

into another language by keeping the meaning and style of the two texts equivalent (Poiprasat, 2007 ' p.

51), is a necessary tool for people to share social realities from different languages and cultures.
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ln Thailand, mistranslated signs can often be seen; for example, one sign said "prohibit pluck the top

feels numb,,when it meant to say "don't pluck the tea shoots" or "firu16nuonx1" in Thai. Another sign

said ,,Forbidden lsland Glass" when it meant to say "don't hold the glass" or "firltnr:nr;cn" in Thai'

some mistranslations only cause confusion while others could cost a person his or her life; for example'

a sign in English says "not dangerous to,swim in this area" when it meant to say "it's dangerous' do not

swinr in this area" or "d'umrufiruauriuurGr'lnld'"

ln order to effectively translate one language to another language, a translator has to interpret a

source text, and then put it in another language by keeping the meaning and putting it in an acceptable

style for the target language (Laisuthruklai , 2OO2). Thai students do not translate English to Thai

effectively and do even worse when translating Thai to English' The reason why Thai students have this

ditficulty is because they do not have sufficient language knowledge and are not able to identify the

linguistic differences between English and Thai (Polprasat, 2007, 9. 3); therefore' a lot of English

grammar structures in target texts are constructed like Thai structures (wongranu' 2017)'

corder (1967), who is considered the founder of error analysis (EA), argued that errors are

,,important in and of themselves." Error analysis (EA)41 can be an effeclive tool to improve students'

English language acquisition and skills because the investigation of errors can serve two purposes'

diagnostic (to pin-point the problern) and prognostic (to make plans to solve a problem)' lt is diagnostic

because it can tell the teacher the students' grasp of a language at any given point during the learning

process. lt is prognostic because it can tell the teacher to modify learning materials to meet the students'

problems.

The course on translation offered for third year students at PKRU focuses on systematic

practices in translating English to Thai and Thai to English in the belief that translation serves as an

effective tool for thent to learn English. Therefore, a study on translation errors would be beneficial

because it can identify problems students have in translating from Thai into English and indicate the

weaknesses students have in English. As a result, appropriate ntethods can be used to address those

problems, ancl the course can be improved'

Review of Literature

The Usefulness of Translation in Foreign Language Learning

Translation is a tool for communication across languages and cultures' lt naturally takes place

intherealworld(Fem6ndez-Guerra,2014,p'155).Manylinguists'theorists,andeducatorsagreethat

translation is useful in foreign language learning (Dagiliene' 2012' p'125| Translation and related

exercises are valuable to foreign language learning as they improve verbal agility, expand students'

vocabulary in the foreign language, develop students' style, improve their understanding of how

language works, help them practically use the foreign language structure, and monitor and improve

foreign language comprehension (schaffner, 1998 as cited in Dagiliene, 2012, p.125).

Translal.ion as a pedagogical tool can be effectively used at any level of proficiency' Translation

is a valr.mble and creative teaching aid to strengthen the four traditional language skills: listening,

speaking, reading, and writing (Leonardi,2011' p'151)'

Error AnalYsis
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Error Analysis became a scientilic methocl in the 70's because of the work of Corder (1967) and

Richards (1971). They identified different aspects of the secondlforeign language learners'own

language system, which is neither the L1 (mother tongue), nor the L2 (second/foreign language)' The

findings of their studies confirmed the importance of errors made by ESL (English as a second

Language)/EFL (English as a Foreign Language) learners. students' errors are not random' but

systematic (unsystematic errors occur in one's native language). These errors are not negative or

interfering with ieaming the second or foreign language; on the contrary, they provide "a necessary

positive, lacilitative factor, indispensable to the learning process, highly indicative of individual learner

strategies" (Teodora, 2013, p.243).

Classification of Translation Errors

There is no single agreed upon model to categorize translation errors' Translation errors stem

from various Gauses, such as a lack of conrprehension or misuse of words' so there are many

Classificationschemesforerrorsfoundintheliterature(Hatim,2014).

From Poiprasat's study (2007), translation errors can be categorized using three main

perspectives - culture, syntax, and semantics (Pojprasat, 2007). semantic errors are any mistranslation

of words, which can be a single word, collocations, or idioms' syntactic errors are mistranslation of

sentence structures or grammatical structures. Cultural errors deal with any errors that are caused by

cultural differences. However, Pojprasat (2007) only investigated translation errors in two perspectives'

syntax and semantics, in his study claiming that the cultural perspective was too complicated for

secondary school students who were not much exposed to English culture'

Newmark (1989) classifies the errors found in translation into grammatical and content errors'

Grammatical errors are errors in the production of verb groups and other parts of speech errors' content

enors include different senses, being less precise or less accurate' misuse of phrases' misuse of formal

or official registers, less coherent, less cohesive, additions (the translation adds additional information

which does not exist in the original text), and subtractions (the translation misses the ideas of the original

texts). ln other words, grammatical errors are errors that do not follow the rules of grammar in context

whilecontenterrorsfailtoshareideasfromtheoriginaltext.

Most translation scholars agree that Newnrark's classification is the most comprehensive way of

identifying translation errors (Hang and Hang, 2015); therefore' this model will be used throughout this

study to analyzeerrors made by English maior students to pinpoint areas of weakness in order to improve

the curriculum, teaching' and leaming of translation'

Research ObjectivesiQuestions

l.WhattypesoftranslationerrorsaremadewhentranslatingThaiintoEnglish?

2. What are the most common types of translation errors when translating Thai into English?

3. What explanations exist, if any, for the causes of tlrese errors?

Data AnalYsis

https://online.pubhtml5.com/iqod/xqkq/index' html
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one population in this study was 73 third year students, who took the course 6305327

(Translation l)at Phuket Rajabhat University. Additionally, 10 high schoolEnglish speaking teachers in

Phuket and 10 English speaking teachers at Phuket Rajabhat University were purposely sampled using

three criteria - being a native speaker, having taught English to Thai students for at least one year' and

volunteeringtoanswerquestionnairesandparticipateinaninterview.
Data Collection Tools

To achieve the objectives of the research, the instruments used in the study were questionnaires'

interviews, and a 3O-item translation (from Thai to English) test.

The first questionnaire was aimed at finding out students' views regarding the most frequent

translation enors they make, the possible causes, and their suggestions for avoiding these enors in

future translations. The second questionnaire is aimed at finding out the views of high school English

speaking teachers in Phuket regarding the most frequent translation errors they find' the possible

causes, and therr suggestions for avoiding these errors in future translations' The questionnaires are

designed using Newmark's classification as a model for types of errors and using the causes of errors

found in wongranu's study (2017) as a model for explaining possible causes of errors in translation' The

questionnaireswereanalyzedinorderloanswerallthreeresearchquestions.

The students completed the translation test at the end of the second semester' The test was

designed using Atchara Laisuthrukai's translation textbook (2000) as a model' Laisuthruklai is one of the

most prominent scholars of translation in Thailand. The students were given one and one-half hours to

translate Thai into English and permitted to use a hard copy dictionary. Finally, the papers were collected

andanalyzedfortranslationerrorsusingthecategorieso{Newmark'sclassification.

The researcher conducted interviews with English speaking teachers at Phuket Raiabhat

University in order to gain additional insights into all the three research questions'

All the research tools were reviewed by two language experts to verify their accuracy and the

appropriateness of the language'

Data AnalYsis Methods

The data from the interviews are presented in a narrative manner' Regarding the test' the

researcher examined 73 students' Thai to English translations with expert consultancy to detect errors'

The data from the questionnaires ancl the tests was analy-zed for percentages, arithmetic means' and

standard deviations.

Results

Results for Research Questions 1 and 2

Each type of translation error found in the study is summarized in Table 1' The translation errors

that did not fall into the listed categories were classifiecl as miscellaneous' verb group errors had the

highest frequency. The other three notable errors were phrases, articles' ancj tenses' see Table 1'

Table 1: FrequencY of each type of errors the students' translation test

FrequencY Percentage Rank

https://online.pubhtml5.com/iqod/xqkq/index'html
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Percentage Rank
Types of errors

3. Articles

4. Tenses

5. Pronouns

6. Prepositions

7. Word choice

8. Subiect'verb agreement

9. Using plural instead of singular and vice versa

10. Additions

11. Different sense

12. Subtractions

13. Less Preciselless accurate

14. Voices

15. Miscellaneous

16. Word order

17. MissPellings

18. Using incorrect parts of speech

19. Misusing formal or official regiEter

20. Less coherent than the original text

21. Less cohesive than the original text

Total

The occurrence of errors on verb groups mostly was using "to" after modal verbs' About 4oo/o af

the stucients added "to" after should when translated one sentence and about one fourth of the students

added 
,,to" after should in another sentence' Examples of incorrect verb groups are shown in Table 2'

Table 2: ExamPles of verb group errors

Student translation Correct translation
Source text

257

224

186

132

129

97

76

75

73

71

7A

61

40

34

30

28

2

0

0

'11.08

9.66

8.02

5.69

5.56

4.18

3.28

3.23

3.15

3.06

3.02

2.63

1.72

1.47

1.29

1.21

0.09

0.00

0.00

q

5

6

7

I
I
10

1l

12

IJ

14

15

16

17

.Q

19

20

20

)

2320 100.00

dulrilfi4ornumno{o:nl

The Good Doctor

{fi a.rard'tnlfl r*n1ndonrirrur

- l'm not wal6h the first scene of

story The Good Doctor.

- I don't saw the first screen of

The Good Doctor. (2)

- SusPect is denythe accusation'

I clidn't get to watch the first

scene of "The Good Doctor''

The susPect denied all the

(2\ charges.

More than half of the students translated '1fi6u" to "borrow" instead of "lend'" Some of them

translatec! "fif|if " to "worth" instead of "valuable " Examples of misusing words and phrases are Shown

in Table 3.

Table 3: Examples of words and phrases errors
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Student translation Correct translation
Source text

You should send homework

tomorrow slowlY

I am willing/pleasedlgtadfiappy to

You should submit Your

homework bY tomonow.

I am pleased to lend You a

book.
6uiuf,1fitradlr.rr&dt

give you borrow a book.{44i

StudentsomittedarticleswhenneededandUsed,,a''insteadof..an.',Examplesofwrongarticles'

adding articles, or missing articles are shown Table 4'

Table 4: ExamPles oF article errors

Student translation Correct translation
Source text

iiilir aluu n', rdurio {ua rurau rrri'r n u

(fi t'ra.r{tnJfr ratvlnion rirrur

- My husband gave lne

beautiful necklace on

anniversary daY.

- SusPect is deny the

accusation. {7)

My husband gave me a

beautiful necklace on our

{wedding) anniversary.

fhe suspect denied all the

Students used wrong tenses. students'translation are usually in present simple tense' Examples

of wrong tenses are shown in Table 5'

Table 5: ExamPles of tenses errors

Student translation Correct translation
Source text

ri'ulrilfi qtrnu:nlaln;n: The Good Doctor

- My husband give(s, me a

beautiful necklace on our

anniversary. (37)

- I don't watch the first scene of

The Good Doctor. (1 0)

- I don't see the first scene o{ The

My husband gave me a

beautiful necklace on

our lwedding;

anniversary

I didn't get to watch the

first scene of "The

Good Doctor.'

Good Doctor. (4)

we came across errors that could not be placed in one of the above categories: therefore' these

errorsareclassifiedaSmisoellaneous.ThesetranslationsareliterallytranslatedwordforwordfromThai

to English. See Table 6.

Tabte 6: ExantPles of miscellaneous errors
Correct translation

Source lext Student translation

q*"oltl idu.a,6nuittrJrir " You accustomed go travel either

or Phuket?

https://online.pubhtml5'com/iqod/xqkq/index' html

- What ever You go in Phuket?

Have you been to Phuket?
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- You ever go to trip Phuket?

- ln the drawer have moneY?

-You use to go to Phukettravel or

not?

- Thenr helP to Portable her bag'

- She helP him Portable.

She helped hinr carry a bag

He help her carry-on suit case.

Accordingtothestudents,themostcon]nlonerrorsfoundwhentranslatingThaitoEnglishwere

using wrong tenses, using active voice when the original text is in passive voice or vice versa' and using

incorrect verb group respectively' See Table 7'

Table 7: F of each of errors according to students'views

According to the teachers, the most common errors {ound when translating Thai to English were

having incorrect word order, using articles incorrectly, and using wrong tenses respectively' see Table 8'

Table B: of each of errors to teachers' views

Error TyPes
i S.D lnterpretation Rank

5 4 J 2 1

'l) The translation uses

wrong tenses .

3

(23)

g

(34)

I
(37)

0

(4)

0

(1)

374 0.91 frequentlY 1

2) The translation uses

active voice vvhen the

original text is in

passive voice or vice

versa.

0

(18)

10

(34)

B

(36)

a

{12\

0

(0)

3.58 0.92 irequentlY 2

3) The translation uses

incorrect verk)

'1

(1 5)

!l

(37)

I
(38)

1

(8)

0

(1)

3.57 0.89 frequentlY 3

Error Types FrequencY

(Percentage)

x S.D lntergtretatton Rank

5 4 3 2 1

1) The translation has

incorrect word order.

10

(2s)

14

(45)

31

(25)

12

(5)

5

(0)

39 0.83 frequentlY 1

2) The translation uses

wrong articles or adds

articles or misses

articles.

1-l

(30)

26

(40)

22

(20)

I
(5)

7

(5)

3.85 1.06 frequentlY 2

https://online.pubhtml5,com/iqod/xqkq/index 
html
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There are three types of errors specified by teachers in lhe open-ended question that had

already been identified in the questionnaires. Teachers specified other types of errors such as using

incorrect parts of speech and overuse of unnecessary words' See Talrle 9'

Table 9: Other tYPes of errors specified bY teachers in the oPen-ended question

Percentage

41221?4,3:12 PM

3frequently3

(0)

1

(0)

nl

(45)

)7

(40)

17

(1 5)

3) The translation uses

wrong tenses.

Types of errors

1 Tenses

2. Less preciselless accurate

3 Word Orcler

4. Parts of Speech

5 Overuse

Total

25.00

25.00

25.00

12.50

12.50

100.00

The first tvvo types of errors specified by teachers in the interviews were using wrong tenses and

misusing Phrases. See Table 10'

by teachers in the interviewsTable 10: TYPes of errors sPecified

ol errors

1. Tenses

2. Misusing Phrases

3. Articles

4. Word order

5. Runon sentences

6. Word choice

7. Using plural instead ol singular and vice versa

8. Punctuation

Total

26.31

2',t.05

10.53

10.53

10.53

10.53

5.26

5.26

100.00

The most common errors identified by teachers in the inteNiews were misusing phrases'

misusing tenses, and having incorrect word order' See Table 'l 1'

Table 1 1: Most common errors identified bY teachers in the interviews

Percentage
Types of errors

1. Misusing Phrases

2 Tenses

3. Word order

4. Articles

5. Misspellings

6. Run-on sentences

33.33

27.77

11.11

5.56

5.56

5.56

https://online.pubhtml5.com/iqod/xqkq/index' html
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7. Using plural instead of singular and vice versa

8. Capitalization

Total

5.56

5.55

100.00

Causes of

Translation Errors

Frequency

(Percentage)

x S.D. lnterpretation Rank

5 4 J 2 1

1) Students have low

self-confidence

because of their low

proficiency and

limited vocabulary.

7

(J/)

7

(37)

4

(21)

0

(0)

1

(5)

4 1.03 agree 1

2) Students

translated word for

word.

7

(37)

B

(42)

I

(11)

1

(5)

1

(5)

4 1.08 agree 2

3) Students'

background

knowledge

interfered with the

interpretation or

choice of words.

4

(21)

I
(47)

nq

(21 )

2

(1 1)

0

(0)

3.79 0.89 agree 3

Results for Research Question 3

According to the students, translation errors are caused mostly by the students' low seltconfidence

because of their low proficiency, limited vocabulary, and translating word for word. See Table 12.

fable 12: Level of agreement toward causes of translation errors according to students' viewscue

According to the leachers, what causes translation errors the most are students' low self-

confidence because of their low proficiency and lirnited vocabulary and translating word for word. See

Table 13.

7B
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Causes of Translation

Errors

Frequency

(Percentage)

X SD lnterpretation Rank

5 4 ) 2 '|

1) Students have low

selfconficlence because

of their low proficiency

and limited vocabulary.

25

(35)

24

(34)

17

(24\

5

(7)

0

(0)

397 0.93 agree 1

2) Students translated

word for word.

za

(35)

25

(35)

15

(21)

E

(7t

1

(1)

3.96 098 agree I

3) Students had anxiety

because they felt that

the tasks were ditficult

and they had limitecl

time lo conrplete them.

22

(31)

22

(3t 
1

20

(28)

A

(7)

2

(3)

3.80 1.04 agree 3

Table 13: Level of agreement toward causes of translation errors according to teachers' views

According to the teachers, the most common causes of enors found when translating from Thai to English

were low proficiency, reliance on electronic translation programs, and stress and anxiety. See Table 14.

Table 14: Other causes of translation errors speci{ied by teachers in the open-ended question

Causes of errors Percentage

1. Low proficiency

2. Reliance on electronic translation program

3. Stress and anxietY

4. lmpractical curriculum

5. Misreading the original texl

6. Overuse of unnecessary words

Total

27.28

18.18

18.18

18.18

909

9.09

100.00

The teachers identified that the most common causes of errors found when translating from Thai

to English were low proficiency, word for word translation, and differences in structures between Thai

and English. See Table 15.

Table 15. Causes of errors obtained from teachers' interviews

Calrses of errors Percentac]e

https://online.pubhtml5.com/iqod/xqkq/index.html
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2. Word for word translation

3. Differences in structures between Thai and English

4. lnadequate practice

5. Carelessness

6. Misreading the original text

7. Reliance on electronic translation program

Total

23.53

17.64

1 1.76

11.76

5.89

5.89

100.00

First, the types of translation errors found in the study were 1) using wrong lenses, 2) incorrect

groups, 3) wrong articles, adding articles, or missing articles, 4) using active voice when the original text

is in passive voice or vice versa, 5) incorrect word order, 6) incorrect pronoun references, 7) misusing

prepositions, 8)different senses from the original text,9) being less precise/less accurate than the

original text, 10) misusing phrases, 11) misusing formal or official register, 12ll additions, 13)

subtractions, 14) word choice, 15) using plural instead of singular and vice versa, 16) subject-verb

agreement, 17) using inconect parts of speech, 1B) misspelling, and 19) miscellaneous.

Second, the most common types of translation errors that were made by English maior students

when translating Thai into English were incorrect verb groups, misusing phrases, wrong adicles or

adding articles or missing articles, and wrong tenses.

Third, the causes of these errors were students' low English proficiency, stress and anxiety, word

for word translation, and differences in structure between Thai and English.

Discussion

The results of the study showed that there were 19 types of errors. Using incorrect verb groups

was the most common error found frorn the translation tests. other common types include misusing

phrases, incorrecl use of articles, and wrong tenses. Khoshhal (2016) studied translation errors from

persian to English and found that one of the most common errors was also the wrong use of verbs and

tense. While misusing phrases was the second most common type of error, the most common errors

found in this study were syntactic errors. Semantic errors made up only 31.99 percent of the total. This

implies that students have more difficulty with grammar than vocabulary. The concepts of verb groups,

tenses, and articles do nol exist in Thai.

It's noticeable that the results of the most commons errors found from the translation test and

the questionnaires rated by the students yielcled similar results. This shows that the students had self-

awareness about their areas of weaknesses when it comes to translating Thai to English. The results from

the questionnaires rated by the teachers and the results obtained fronr the interviews also confirmed that

the most common errors are wrong tenses, misusing phrases, and articles.

Using incorrect verb groups was the most common error found in the study. Lack of syntactic

knowledge can cause students to produce incorrect verb groups. A reasonable explanation can be

overgeneralization where students produced errors by extending English grammar rules where students

think the granrmar rules would apply, but where they do not (Selinke, 1984). For example, students are

likely to use ',am" after "1" and "is" after each subject of a sentence - "l am not watch the first scene of

the Good Doctor," "The suspect is deny the accusation." More than 40% of the students stated "He

https://online.pubhtml5.com/iqod/xqkq/index. html
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should to work but still watching TV" instead of "He should have gone to work but he is still watching TV"

The incorrect verb group "should to verb" alone was found 60 times. Abdullah (2013, p.7)' in his paper

on error analysis on the use of tenses, identified the cause of this error as "simple addition' where an

unnecessary element is added.

Misusing words or phrases was one of the most common types of errors found in this study' A

plausible explanation is that most students use the "read-ancl{ranslate approach"-that is reading the

source, translating in their mind, and writing down the target text. Without careful revision, using this

approach can create a word for word translation (wongranu, 2Afl, p.121' Blum-Kulka and Levenston

(1987) claim that students who study English as a second language are likely to assume that there are

simple translation equivalents for each word in their first language. This is the reason why they try to

communicate in the second language by using word-{or-word translation equivalences. For example,

t.ln1lfluA{firi1 was translated into "Time is worth" instead of "Time is valuable." More than 60 percent

of the students literally translated "lfifiU" into "give bonow" instead of "lend."

Another one of the most common types of errors found was incorrect use of articles. Ailcle errors

are one of the most common mistakes made by non-native speakers of English (Rozovskaya & Roth'

2010). Non-native speakers of English make a lot of articles errors because they do not have an

equivalent structure in their first language (Miller, 2005 and Nopjirapong, 2010)' For example' twelve

students translated 6rfi1fic{bOe6rg{UrfiO{UnrU?AXUPi{{'1u into "My husband gave me beauty necklace

to me on our anniversary" omitting an a, translateO {fi0'rur into "suspect" instead of "the suspect," and

used a with opportunity and election instead of an'

using wrong tenses was one of the most common types of errors. ln English, the concept of time

is important; as a result, verlc forms change according to time when the actions occur (Wongranu' 2017 '

p.119). ln contrast, Thailand is a high-context culture (srisuwan and Trakulkasemsuk,20'15, p'192) as

well as its language. The time is understood and the verbs always stay the same form no matter when

the actions take place. Therefore, when students translate from Thai to English, either they are not aware

or they ignore this difterence: for example, more than half of the stuclents translated nrillfiAhOflifiu6'1fl

,il'ufio{unruao![Fi.:1u to ,.My husband gives me a beautiful necklace on our anniversary" instead of

,,My husband gave me a beautiful necklace on our anniversary''and fourteen of them translated d'ulrilfi

qq.lnll?n18.:nXn? the Good Doctor to "l don't watch/see the first scene of the Good Doctor"'

The possible explanations for the translation enors were similar to a number of studies on error

analysis of translation by Thai students. The first explanation is mother tongue or native language

interference: in other words, the errors were caused by Thai influence' since English and Thai have

different structures, the ,,read-and{ranslate approach" without thorough revision can trigger errors' The

second cause was a developmental error; that is, the students make mistakes because of their low

English proficiency (Pojprasat' 2007, p'53)'

Another possible explanation of the errors in translation is that students might not have had

enough time to interpret and keep the source (Thai) language's meaning while putting it into the structure

of the target language (English). However, poor time management which leads to stress and anxiety

pointstoward a low proficiency in English (Na Pattalung and Hobbs,2015, Hashemi'2011' p' 1838)'

httpsJ/online.pubhtml5.com/iqod/xqkq/index html
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The results from the interviews in the study also confirmed that the causes of these errors were

students' low English proficiency, stress and anxiety, word for word translation, and differences

structures between Thai and English.

The causes of errors found in this study are similar to Wongranu's study which were translation

procedures, carelessness, low self-confidence, and anxiety (2017, p.117). Putri's study on an analysis

of types and causes of translation errors also yields similar results with the most common causes of

errors being the lack of knowledge of the target language's linguistic features and the anxiety of the

translators (2019, p.1 9).

It can be concluded that the cause of translation errors is the lack of knowledge of the target

language (syntactically, semantically, and culturally) which leads to the anxiety of the translators.
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